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East Timor Risks All in Oil Dispute 

-- Luke Hunt 

East Timor appears ready to roll the 
dice in its dispute with Woodside 
Petroleum over construction of a 
liquefied natural gas plant. If East 
Timor’s move backfires, it could 
potentially spoil its resource sharing 
agreements in the Timor Sea with 
Australia, redraw maritime boundaries 
and cast doubts over the ability of 
East Timor’s capital city of Dili to keep 
its word. Arrangements negotiated in 
2007 set a deadline of February 23 for 
plans to be finalized regarding the 
development of the Greater Sunrise 
field, including the plant. Dili must 
decide whether to proceed with the 
plant’s construction on East Timorese 
soil, as it prefers, or follow Woodside’s 
lead and have it built on a floating 

pontoon. Dili, however, appears unlikely to budge, which could prompt Woodside to 
walk out. 

At first glance the dispute appears to be a typical battle –between political and 
business interests over the development of natural resources in which a government 
is demanding a larger slice of the cake than initially agreed to. But the oil and gas 
industry has changed dramatically since 2007 when the Treaty on Certain Maritime 
Arrangements in the Timor Sea (CMATS) was signed. CMATS was supposed to 
guarantee the percentage split on revenue between Australia and East Timor for the 
next 50 years. 

According to CMATS, revenue from the Joint Development Area (JPDA) in the Timor 
Sea was to be split with East Timor receiving 90 percent and Australia being paid the 
balance. Geographically overlapping with the JPDA is the Greater Sunrise field, of 
which 80 percent lies outside the JPDA. Revenues generated in the field are to be 
shared evenly under the Sunrise International Utilization Agreement (IUA). 

If the deals were scrapped, so the thinking goes, East Timor could pick up the lot 
with the fields lying within its exclusive economic zone. But it would lack the 
capability needed to retrieve the oil and gas from under the seabed. Further, given 
the radical changes within the oil and gas industry finding any new partner would not 
be easy. By far the greatest change to impact the industry – and East Timor’s 
bargaining position – is “fracking”. 
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Fracking is industry slang for hydraulic fracturing, whereby liquid is pumped into rock 
formations, widening the cracks and increasing the flow of oil and gas contained 
therein. Through fracking, oil and gas once trapped in shale deposits are being 
accessed and, importantly, fields once thought spent are being re-opened. Thanks to 
fracking, the United States is expected to become the world’s largest oil producer 
within five years, overtaking Saudi Arabia. Countries like Australia, Canada and 
Russia also stand to benefit substantially from their massive shale deposits. 

Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) has warned that fracking could depress the price 
of oil by up to 40 percent of what it could potentially reach by 2035. Meanwhile 
fracking in the US has led to an oversupply of liquefied natural gas, resulting in a 
significant price drop between 2008 and 2012. Oil is currently trading at about U.S. 
$100 per barrel, compared with a record peak of $US145 a barrel in July 2008. At 
that time, many believed the U.S. would run out of the precious commodity and face 
increased exposure to the political volatility of the Middle East. 

Dili and the East Timorese government of Xanana Gusmao have followed the line 
toed by small countries around the world hoping to maximize revenue from bigger 
fuel-starved nations hunting down every deposit of crude oil when prices were at 
record highs. However, substantially lower prices and increased market volatility has 
made companies more risk adverse. Whether the East Timorese like it or not, their 
politically volatile country is hardly a priority for international investors. 

Politics aside, Woodside’s preference for a floating platform is also based on the 
technical difficulties associated with constructing pipelines through deep sea 
trenches. Meanwhile, East Timor wants it constructed on home soil as a matter of 
pride, jobs and votes. Professor Damien Kingsbury, Director of the Centre for 
Citizenship, Development and Human Rights at Deakin University, follows the issue 
closely and said that neither side is likely to budge enough for the project to proceed. 

“This will then allow the East Timorese government to cancel the agreement with 
Woodside and trigger the right of the East Timorese government to terminate the 
CMATS treaty, throwing open the issue of boundaries between the two countries,” 
he said. There are no guarantees that re-negotiating the treaty would give East 
Timor a better deal.  

Further, Australia and East Timor could both miss a critical investment opportunity if 
the planned Sunrise project is not developed in the short-term. At the end of the day, 
East Timor has assumed a proactive position by renegotiating its sometimes 
turbulent relationship with Australia and Woodside Petroleum. If it’s not careful it 
might end up in a much worse position than it bargained for. 

(Luke Hunt is a South-east Asia correspondent for The Diplomat and has 
worked in journalism for more than 25 years. He has served as bureau chief for 
Agence France-Presse in Cambodia and in Afghanistan during the Taliban 
occupation where he was commended by the United Nations for the 'best and 
most insightful' coverage of the Afghan civil war.) 

Source: The Diplomat, 20 February  
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Defence Cuts: The Enemy Within 

Ships lie uselessly at anchor and lay-offs loom as deep Congress-imposed spending 
cuts look ever more likely to go ahead 

“How can Congress go on a recess 
with the country in the shape it’s 
in?” asks a constituent of Bobby 
Scott, a Democratic Congressman 
for the Hampton Roads region of 
Virginia, to applause and cries of 
“Amen!” The angry voter is 
referring to the “sequester”, an 
unpopular slate of cuts to the 
federal budget due to take effect 
on March 1st unless Congress 

intervenes. The cuts, as Mr Scott explains, were intended to be so painful that 
lawmakers would feel obliged to come up with some sort of substitute. But 
Congress’s current break ends just four days before the deadline, with no alternative 
in sight. 

When Congress first adopted sequester, in August 2011, the intention was to spur a 
deal to reduce the deficit. Hence the big and indiscriminate cuts it threatened if no 
deal were reached, of $1.1 trillion over the next decade, including $85 billion this 
year, to be divided equally between the military and civilian portions of the budget. 
The biggest items in the budget—Social Security (the federal pension scheme), 
Medicaid (government-funded health care for the poor) and, for the most part, 
Medicare (the federal health-care scheme for the old)—are exempted, as are military 
pay and services for veterans. So the remaining elements of the defence budget 
must shrink by a whopping 8% this year, and non-military programmes by about 5%. 

Just across the James river from Mr Scott’s meeting with constituents, at the Norfolk 
Naval Station, the navy’s biggest base, the effects of the sequester are already being 
felt. The Harry S. Truman, an aircraft-carrier, was supposed to be well on its way to 
the Persian Gulf by now. Instead, it is moored to a pier. The navy cancelled its 
sailing in early February in anticipation of a sparser deployment schedule if the 
sequester kicked in. Near it sits another idle carrier, the Abraham Lincoln, which was 
due to start a big refurbishment this month. That, too, has been delayed thanks to 
sequester and an earlier round of budget cuts, which together will require huge cuts 
in maintenance. 

There is much more of that sort of thing to come. The Pentagon has said it will have 
to put most of its 800,000 civilian employees on leave without pay, cut back training 
and curtail medical benefits for soldiers’ families. Civilian cuts will disrupt everything 
from inspections of meat-packing plants to subsidise child-care for the poor. Barack 
Obama, sounding the alarm this week, gave a long list of consequences: “Federal 
prosecutors will have to close cases and let criminals go. Air-traffic controllers and 
airport security will see cutbacks, which mean more delays at airports across the 
country. Thousands of teachers and educators will be laid off.” 
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The effects of all this on the economy of Hampton Roads will be grim, says Vinod 
Agarwal, a Professor of Economics at Old Dominion University. Half the local 
economy is tied to military spending. What helped buoy the region through the 
recession now looks likely to pull it under. Mr Agarwal predicts that local output will 
fall by over 3% this year, and some 30,000 jobs will be lost, if the sequester goes 
ahead. This week the local division of BAE Systems, a defence contractor, gave a 
formal 60-day notice of a possible 1,600 lay-offs. 

For Virginia as a whole, the consequences will be equally grim. Bob McDonnell, the 
governor, fears sequester could pitch the state into recession. A study last year by a 
local university predicted that some 165,000 jobs would be lost over two years—
almost 5% of the state’s total. Around the country as a whole, guesses the 
Congressional Budget Office, as many as 1.4m jobs would disappear. 

No time to make a deal 

Little wonder, then, that Mr Obama has spent the past few days fulminating about 
the failure of Congress to call off the looming disaster. He is still willing, he insists, to 
strike a deal that would replace sequester with cost-cutting reforms to Medicare and 
an overhaul of the tax code that would raise revenue by eliminating deductions and 
loopholes. It will be difficult to thrash out such a deal in the next week, he concedes. 
Instead, he proposes that Congress find just enough deficit-reduction measures to 
substitute for the required cuts for the next month or two, to allow more time for 
negotiation. 

Both chambers are in recess until February 25th, however. Even then the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives, John Boehner, says it is up to the Senate to come up 
with a solution, since it ignored the two proposals the House sent its way in the last 
Congress. The Senate is due to vote on two alternatives of its own on its return. But 
Republicans say they cannot accept any plan that involves tax increases, while the 
Democrats argue that relying exclusively on cuts would place an unfair burden on 
the poor and the elderly. Ominously, Mitch McConnell, the leader of the Republican 
Senate minority and author of several recent last-ditch fiscal deals, says “I’m not 
interested in an 11th-hour negotiation.” 

In part, this complacency stems from the knowledge that the next month will be 
spent haggling over the budget anyway, since the law allowing the government to 
spend any non-entitlement money at all expires on March 27th. Many observers 
assume that Congress, with its penchant for fiscal melodrama, will let the sequester 
go into effect for three weeks and then undo it for the rest of the fiscal year, at least, 
as part of a bigger agreement on spending over the next six months. 

There are plenty of Republicans, however, who argue that allowing sequester to go 
ahead would be no bad thing. At least, the theory runs, that would ensure substantial 
spending cuts without the need to concede any more tax increases beyond the $620 
billion hike they grudgingly allowed in January. Whether they stick to this stance will 
depend on how much howling sequester generates. Tellingly, right-wing think-tanks 
are pooh-poohing the impacts of the cuts, while left-wing ones are playing them up. 
Republicans in Virginia, however, are already making a stink. Mr McDonnell has sent 
Mr Obama a letter urging him to do more to avert the cuts. Scott Rigell, a Republican 
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congressman from Hampton Roads, goes further: unlike most of his colleagues, he 
says he is willing to accept a money-raising overhaul of the tax code as part of a deal. 

Source: The Economist, 23 February  

The Black Sea: Energy Security Fault Line? 

-- Michael Cecire 

An unfortunate consequence of 
lofty expectations, past optimism 
for the Black Sea to become the 
“next North Sea” has wilted with 
time. Now, the latest hopes for a 
Black Sea energy bonanza now 
lie with a fresh deal inked 
between the Turkish Petroleum 
Corporation (TPAO) and Royal 
Dutch Shell to explore 1,500 
square kilometres with hundreds 
of millions of dollars at stake. 

But Turkey, which spent some $60 billion for energy last year, remains tenacious in 
seeking out domestic and regional alternatives to the country’s overwhelming 
dependence on farther-flung external sources. While the jury is still out on the 
ultimate viability of the Black Sea as an energy source, the impetus to develop 
locally is catching on beyond Turkey and throughout the region. Partially spurred in 
no small part by the shifting economics of energy, the more urgent -- if generally 
muted -- rationale lies with geopolitical realities. 

For the most part, the states that hug the littorals of the Black Sea are 
overwhelmingly dependent on Russia for a significant portion of their energy needs, 
and especially natural gas. The one major exception in Georgia, which has recently 
had poor relations with its giant northern neighbour, resulting in gas cut-offs and 
embargoes in 2006 and a war in 2008. Georgia today imports its gas 
from Iran and Azerbaijan -- the latter via the Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum pipeline, which 
ferries large quantities of Azerbaijani gas to Turkey and European markets via 
Georgia. And at the moment, energy transit through Georgia is currently the only 
Westward artery that isn’t under Russian control. 

Famous for practicing “pipeline diplomacy,” Moscow has never been shy about 
leveraging its extensive delivery network in the service of political aims. Recent case 
studies of this phenomenon include Georgia’s spat with Russia, which led to the 
Kremlin hitting the off-switch in gas mid-winter in 2006. Similarly, Ukraine under the 
previous, pro-West government was hit by similar situations in 2005-2006 and again 
in 2009. The latter was particularly damaging because it affected downstream 
distribution to other European states which were supplied via Ukraine’s expansive 
distribution network, which Moscow has repeatedly sought to purchase by hook or 
crook. 
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For Turkey, its energy relationship with Russia has had its own complications. 
Despite being one of the largest buyers of Russian hydrocarbons, periodic trade 
disputes have plagued the partnership. In 2008, shortly following the 2008 war 
between Russia and Georgia, Turkey-bound exports were unexpectedly curbed by 
Russia, which many analysts said was a punitive measure for Ankara’s permission 
for two U.S. warships to transit the Bosphorus. And in 2011, Turkish state gas 
pipeline operator Botas cancelled its contract with Russian state gas giant 
Gazprom over the latter’s stubbornly above-market rates and rigid terms. Though 
imports were soon resumed, both these situations underscored Turkey’s massive 
vulnerability to Moscow’s mercurial approach to energy supply. 

These various episodes have not gone unnoticed throughout Europe, either, which 
has been affected either directly or indirectly by periodic energy-related drama. 
Among the Black Sea states, this sensitivity has been especially heightened, as they 
are generally the most directly-affected by the extended uncertainty posed by 
Russian energy delivery. Ironically, Moscow’s hard-line approach to energy deal-
making has been a driving force for diversification efforts by the Black Sea states 
away from Russian sourcing. 

Turkey’s exploration effort in the western Black Sea isn’t the only bid for 
diversification in the region. Ukraine recently announced its own decision to move 
ahead with a long-stalled project to explore a 13,000 square kilometre area by the 
Kerch straits, where preliminary estimates peg gas potential at 10.8 billion cubic 
meters. Ukraine is also looking to tap the Skifska field -- also in the Black Sea and 
estimated to hold as much as 250 bcm of gas -- which is being operated by a 
consortium led by ExxonMobil. Off Romania’s coast, ExxonMobil is also leading 
exploration of a field that may hold a further 85 bcm. 

But the biggest prize may actually be shale. In Ukraine, estimates and optimism in 
the country’s shale gas reserves are soaring, with the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimating shale gas reserves in the 42 
trillion cubic meter range, leading to a $10 billion deal between Kyiv and Shell. In 
neighboring Romania, Bulgaria, and Hungary, EIA estimates about 540 bcm of shale 
gas -- about the annual consumption of the entire European Union. Even Turkey is 
getting into the act, with expectations building for Turkey’s own shale potential in its 
expansive southeast. Even Armenia and Georgia may be headed in the same 
direction. 

Between Black Sea reserves, the promise of shale, and the flexibility of liquefied 
natural gas, the pipeline regime favoured -- and dominated by -- Russia is quickly 
unravelling and giving way to disaggregated supply architecture. While this may 
have always been inevitable to some degree, Moscow’s approach -- recently 
exemplified by its apparently-punitive $7 billion bill against Ukraine -- seems to be 
only hardening resolve among Black Sea states to diversify and localize. 

From an energy security perspective, the interregnum between Russia’s near-
monopoly and truly disaggregated regional energy architecture is likely to be 
dominated by frequent spats between Moscow and its buyers. While the latter look to 
use the rise in local and unconventional plays to strengthen their bargaining power, 
Russia, in response, will likely opt to crack down in response. This could mean 
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increasing instability in the short term before new sources are developed and come 
online, but Russian intransigence will only hasten this process. 

For investors, however, that intermediary period could present a prime opportunity. 
Black Sea states, and especially countries like Ukraine and Turkey, will be 
increasingly motivated to incentivize domestic or local energy sources to wean their 
economies from Russian hydrocarbons. This is likely to translate into preferred terms 
and generous latitude in pursuing energy sources. As the recently agreed-upon 
Trans-Anatolian Pipeline as well as Ankara’s aggressive exploration efforts in the 
Black Sea and Mediterranean Seas well-demonstrate, a more favourable energy 
portfolio is considered a national strategic priority. This is no less true in Ukraine, 
where the need to bring new sources online remains urgent. 

The Black Sea may or may not earn its erstwhile moniker as the next North Sea. But 
a rapid-changing energy game is well-afoot in the region, which will make it a 
massive test case for energy security as well as concomitant geopolitical 
considerations. How Black Sea states adapt to the increasingly new energy regime -- 
including Russia itself -- will not only be a major determinant of Europe’s energy 
fortunes, but the future of the region’s checkered geopolitical alignments. 

Source: Natural Gas Europe, 26 February  

Battle of the Seas 

If the authors of “The Post 
American World”, “Revenge of 
Geography” and “Monsoon” are to 
be believed South Asia, perched 
on the Greater Indian Ocean, is the 
next big thing happening to our 
globe. 

Straddling the Arabian Sea and the 
Bay of Bengal sit two of world’s 
most dangerous places, Pakistan – 
the epicentre of terror headed 

towards a ‘Failed Nation’ status and Myanmar the new found US corner stone for its 
pivot to the East. Ten years down the line these two states, assisted by US designs 
on Af-Pak and South East Asia could present a perfect recipe for up scaling the 
West versus Rest debate to dangerous proportions. America’s desire to control West 
Asia and South East Asia may take it on the path of multiple disasters, especially as 
its economic and military power continues to recede in the face of domestic 
economic meltdown. 

As argued in our post ‘West versus Rest’ in October last year, the American decline 
is most visible in its fatigue to handle the Syrian crisis. It is the same fatigue, more 
than anything else, that seems to be dictating its restraint in tackling a recalcitrant 
Iran, (supported by China and Russia) and there is a growing realisation that it may 
leave AF Pak to the wolves as it scurries to evacuate Afghanistan. 
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Imagine a world where Iran and Syria become targets of a Sunni led Wahabi Saudi 
Arabian onslaught duly supported by US and resisted by China by Russia (largely 
SCO). Add to this cocktail the Israeli and Turkic desire to contain Iran, for different 
reasons, and we have a heady mix of a West (primarily Christian, where Israel an 
eastern state is part of the west) and Rest, (which is largely non Christian, majorly 
Muslim), at logger heads driving the region towards a virtual anarchy of ethno – 
ideological dimensions. This is when we have not discussed the impact of such a 
confused West vs. Rest contest on the Central Asian Republic (CAR) and South 
Asia. 

Like wise in South East Asia, the growing discomfort in US – China relations as a 
result of “strategic rebalancing “or ‘Pivot” to the east has become more evident. The 
South China Sea and Senkaku Island disputes are manifestations of this disquiet in 
relations. Despite a limping Tatmadaw led democracy in Myanmar, US have pulled 
all stops to upgrade its relations with the pariah state primarily to contain China in SE 
Asia. China enjoys much deeper relations with Myanmar’s military and has invested 
heavily in connecting Kyakphyu to Kunming to overcome the Malacca Dilemma. 
Simultaneously, its actions to develop the Chittagong port of Bangladesh into a deep 
sea container port are likely to increase its footprint in the Bay of Bengal 
considerably. US also want to locate its Seventh Fleet in Chittagong something that 
will exacerbate tensions and militarise the now dormant Bay of Bengal. 

The realities of Gwadar, where Chinese entry may influence Persian Gulf and Oman 
may vitiate the Arabian Sea as explained in our post.  Whether Gwadar could 
become a new silk route nexus or not is tied to Pakistan’s own struggle against being 
a failed state. 

South China Sea and Senkaku present greater chances of military belligerence 
between US and China – a contest where China’s asymmetric naval capabilities may 
upstage US military domination. Taiwan as usual remains the most volatile issue 
between the two. It is here that the response of ASEAN nations to the challenges 
posed by the strategic interests of US and China in their geography and economy 
has to be refined. 

However, as yet, there is no indication of a China led economic or global world order 
to challenge the unipolarity of the West. Over the next two decades, we are likely to 
see a world where interdependence would increasingly see imperatives of geo 
economics trump issue of geopolitics. However, it may not undermine the “great 
game” of geopolitics in South East Asia. 

Thus there are too many flash points from Syria to Senkaku which may remain live 
while China pursues its “Peaceful rise” and America’s Middle East detour comes to 
an end. 

Therefore, like South East Asia, South Asia, a region at logger heads with itself 
based or its internal fault lines, is likely to see itself engulfed in this great game 
between the West and the Rest – a game it not played right may undermine its 
economic and political future. It is here that the drama unfolding in the twin seas of 
South Asia – The Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal needs to be carefully 
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monitored to ensure South Asia doesn’t risk becoming pawn in geopolitical clash 
between the two extra regional powers. 

It is therefore imperative that multilateralism through regional structures such as 
SAARC and ASEAN should overtake national interests subsuming the larger game 
of US – China rivalry as fissures are already appearing. Both these entities therefore 
require reforms and renewal to serve as alternative to this rivalry in Indo – Pacific. 

Source: South Asian Idea, 27 February  

China-Japan Maritime Relations: Case for Cautious Optimism 

-- James Manicom 

Speculation is growing that Japan’s Shinzo Abe and 
China’s Xi Jinping are interested in staging a bilateral 
leadership summit. James Manicom is not surprised by 
such rumours. They often follow prolonged periods of 
confrontation between the two countries, particularly over 
disputed maritime territory. 

There has recently been a flurry of diplomatic activity between China and Japan that 
reflects the first positive turn in the maritime relationship since Japan nationalized the 
disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu islands in September 2012. In late January, New Komeito 
leader Yamaguchi Natsuo was dispatched to Beijing carrying a letter to Chinese 
leaders from Abe Shinzo, Japan’s recently elected prime minister. Former Chinese 
Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan, current head of the China-Japan Friendship 
Association, used that opportunity to invite a Japanese delegation to Beijing, led by 
former Prime Minister Murayama Tomiichi, which included current LDP Deputy 
Secretary General Gen Nakatani. These visits have led to speculation that both Abe 
Shinzo and Xi Jinping have expressed interest in a leadership summit. 

While it is premature to suggest that these signs indicate a meaningful effort to 
cooperate, particularly as both parties continue to engage in brinksmanship at sea, 
these overtures are neither unprecedented nor unexpected. It has long been a fact 
that cooperation follows confrontation in Sino-Japanese maritime relations. Although 
this positive turn will not yield a lasting settlement to the simmering Senkaku/Diaoyu 
Islands dispute, nor will it yield delimitation of the contested boundary in the East 
China Sea, observers should recognize efforts to manage tensions when they see it. 
Indeed, Sino-Japanese maritime relations reflect a pattern of confrontation and 
cooperation that follows perceived shifts in the maritime status quo between China 
and Japan and speaks to the capacity of both countries to maintain the peace 
between them. 

Recurrent crises over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and the surrounding maritime 
area have been managed with quiet working-level diplomacy that set the stage for 
higher profile exchanges of views. Consistent with this pattern, January’s exchanges 
were preceded by working-level discussion that occurred a month after Japan 
nationalized the islands and included a purportedly “secret” meeting between Vice 
Foreign Ministers Kawai Chikao and Zhang Zhijun. 
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The most prominent example of this pattern is the negotiations that led to the 2008 
consensus on resource development in the East China Sea. The two sides held 11 
rounds of director-general level discussions over three years and held working group 
meetings that included a dialogue between the Japan Coast Guard and China’s 
State Oceanic Administration, which oversees the China Maritime Surveillance fleet 
that has taken up residence in the disputed islands’ territorial sea. 

There is no doubt that these talks contributed to China’s decision to accept a joint 
development zone that straddles the median line, which paved the way for high-level 
dialogues between foreign ministers and finally between leaders during reciprocal 
state visits in December 2007 and May 2008. The fact that the agreement remains in 
limbo is arguably immaterial to the fact that tension over the issue of resource 
development in the East China Sea has abated and neither party is engaged in the 
kind of brinkmanship near the Chunxiao gas field that was witnessed in 2004 and 
2005. 

Likewise the Sino-Japanese fisheries relationship is built on over 50 years of 
dialogue on fisheries issues that preceded the establishment of formal diplomatic 
relations. This relationship is extremely well managed despite the current climate. 
Numerous Chinese fishermen have been detained in Japanese waters since the 
downturn in relations that followed the collision incident in September 2010. Yet, 
these incidents have not led to an escalation of tensions, likely because China 
recognizes that its fishermen have been detained in undisputed Japanese waters 
and because Japan has refrained from dealing out harsh penalties. This speaks to 
the capacity of both Beijing and Tokyo to be pragmatic. 

However, these conflict management efforts have become more difficult as Sino-
Japanese relations have worsened. Gone is the time when Japanese people were 
prepared to turn the other cheek when faced with Chinese excesses, like nuclear 
tests or missile diplomacy across the Taiwan Strait. Likewise, there is no sign that 
when confronted with leadership crises and an increasingly dire domestic situation 
that Beijing is prepared to detach itself from its anti-Japan legitimizing narrative. As a 
consequence of these negative popular perceptions future efforts at dispute 
management will necessarily continue to be informal, ad hoc and fragile. Importantly, 
however, they will occur. 

Furthermore, even if the recent positive turn is the beginning of the latest effort to 
manage bilateral maritime relations, a number of challenges remain. First, what will 
define the new status quo? It is unlikely that Chinese enforcement ships will cease 
entering the territorial sea. China is developing a maritime policy that includes the 
fullest exploitation of its maritime jurisdiction, much of it contested with its neighbours. 
Will Japan be prepared to accept the routine presence of Chinese in its claimed 
territorial sea? 

Second, if Japan does accept China’s ‘new normal’ in practice, how can inadvertent 
escalation are prevented? There have been numerous confrontations and close calls 
between Chinese and Japanese vessels of all stripes in the past. If Japan and China 
are incapable of managing the interaction between their naval vessels on the high 
seas, how can they be expected to manage the interaction between coast guard 
vessels operating in contested waters? 
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On balance, the recent cooperative turn in Sino-Japanese maritime relations is not 
unexpected; it is perfectly consistent with their track record. However, as in previous 
cases, the post crisis status quo will be different than that which preceded it and will 
likely lead to more crises. Perhaps the best that can be expected is continued 
management and deepening maritime cooperation, defined by the construction of an 
order in which two rich, powerful maritime states can co-exist in the close and 
contested confines of the East China Sea. 

Source: ISN ETH Zurich, 27 February  

 

PH, Malaysia to Patrol Common Maritime Borders  

The Philippines will increase military presence in common 
maritime borders with Malaysia to prevent further entry of 
armed groups in Sabah, a high-ranking military official 
said. “The Chief of the Malaysian Defence Forces, 
General Tan Sri Dato’ Sri Zulkifeli bin Mohd Zin has 
requested us to patrol our borders as they will patrol their 
side to prevent illegal entrants soR they are going to 
address peacefully the situation there,” Armed Forces of 
the Philippines, Chief of Staff, General Emmanuel 
Bautista said. 

The AFP Chief issued the statement amid a stand-off between Malaysian authorities 
and about 200 armed Filipinos, who illegally entered Sabah, claimed it as its own 
territory. Bautista did not confirm how many armed Filipinos are in Sabah, saying 
that there are Filipinos who are also residents of Sabah. The Department of Foreign 
Affairs (DFA) earlier said the armed Filipino men who were claiming to be part of the 
Sulu royal army, was “not sanctioned” by the Philippine government. DFA Secretary 
Albert del Rosario also sought the Malaysian authorities’ assurance that the rights of 
Filipinos who are permanently residing in Sabah would be respected. 

Source: Global Nation, 16 February  

Pakistan Port Integral to China Maritime Expansion 

China's acquisition of a strategic port in Pakistan is the latest addition to its drive to 
secure energy and maritime routes and gives it a potential naval base in the Arabian 
Sea, unsettling India. The Pakistani cabinet on January 30 approved the transfer of 
Gwadar port, a commercial failure cut off from the national road network, from 
Singapore's PSA International to the state-owned China Overseas Port Holdings 
Limited. The Pakistanis pitched the deal as an energy and trade corridor that would 
connect China to the Arabian Sea and Strait of Hormuz, a gateway for a third of the 
world's traded oil, overland through an expanded Karakoram Highway. 

Experts say it would slash thousands of kilometres (miles) off the distance oil and 
gas imports from Africa and the Middle East have to be transported to reach China, 
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making Gwadar a potentially vital link in its supply chain. China paid about 75 
percent of the initial $250 million used to build the port, but in 2007 PSA International 
won a 40-year lease with then-ruler Pervez Musharraf who was reportedly unwilling 
to upset Washington by giving it to the Chinese. Although it may take up to a year for 
the deal to be signed, Gwadar would be the most westerly in a string of Chinese-
funded ports encircling its big regional rival, India, which was quick to express 
concern over the impending transfer. In Nepal, China is building a $14 million "dry 
port" at Larcha, near the Tibet border, along with five other ports and is upgrading 
transport links with an eye to the huge Indian market. 

In Bangladesh, China is one of four countries, including India, Japan and the United 
States, interested in building a $5-billion deep-sea port at Sonadia Island in the Bay 
of Bengal, according to the shipping ministry. Sri Lanka in June 2012 opened a new 
$450 million deep-sea port at Hambantota, close to the vital east-west sea route 
used by around 300 ships a day, built with Chinese loans and construction expertise. 
Although China has no equity stake in Hambantota, they have taken up an 85 
percent slice of Colombo International Container Terminals Limited, which is building 
a new container port adjoining the existing Colombo harbour. Beijing is also a key 
backer of a port and energy pipeline in Myanmar that will transport gas pumped 
offshore and oil shipped from Africa and the Middle East to China's Yunnan province, 
due to be finished by the end of May. 

The ports were dubbed China's "string of pearls" -- or potential naval bases similar to 
those of the United States -- in a 2004 report for the Pentagon. But some analysts 
now pour cold water on suggestions that Beijing is scouting for naval bases in the 
Indian Ocean. Andrew Small, an expert on China-Pakistan relations, believes that 
most of Beijing's concerns can be resolved through cooperation, as seen in anti-
piracy exercises in the Gulf of Aden that last year included drills with the US. "In the 
near-to-medium term, it appears that China's interests in this part of the world lean 
far more towards developing capacities to deal with threats to sea lanes of 
communication, Chinese citizens overseas and so on," he told. "Plenty of Indian 
naval strategists are highly sceptical of the likelihood of many of the locations... 
actually being used as military facilities by China." 

But Small does believe that Gwadar is the most mostly likely port to be developed by 
China for use by the Pakistan Navy, and potentially their own. "Pakistan is probably 
the only government where the level of trust between the two militaries is high 
enough to make that a completely reliable prospect," he said. When asked about 
Gwadar, Chinese foreign ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said Beijing supports 
"jointly undertaken matters which are conducive to Chinese-Pakistani friendship and 
to the development and prosperity of Pakistan". Other Pakistani experts suggest that 
Islamabad is more likely to give the Chinese navy access to its existing naval bases 
of Karachi or Qasim. 

"China can always use those. So they do not have to build another naval base at this 
stage," said Hamayoun Khan, who teaches at the National Defence University in 
Islamabad. Fazul-ul-Rehman, former director of the China Studies Centre at the 
Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad, dismisses the prospect of China going to 
war in the Indian Ocean and calls Indian concern "propaganda". But he says China 
has become more cautious about big investment projects in Pakistan due to security 
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concerns. Taliban, sectarian and separatist violence blight Baluchistan, the south-
western province around Gwadar. In 2004, three Chinese engineers helping to build 
Gwadar were killed in a car bombing. The same year, two Chinese engineers 
working on a hydroelectric dam project in South Waziristan were kidnapped, and one 
of them died. As a result, Rehman says there is a long way to go on China-Pakistan 
economic cooperation and emphasises that Gwadar will be a long-term project with 
Beijing looking for future alternatives to shipping routes for its oil and gas imports. 

Source: Global Post, 16 February  

Nigeria: US Boosts Maritime Security Training with US $1 Million 

The United States Government has pegged the total amount spent on the intensive 
training for personnel of the Joint Maritime Security Training Centre (JMSTC), the 
purchase of six 25-feet light patrol boats and spare parts at about $1million. The 
United States Consulate General, Jeffery Hawkins, disclosed this at the graduation 
ceremony of 25 personnel of the Nigerian Navy (NN) at the JMSTC and the 
commissioning of two additional speed patrol boats which held at Navy Town, Ojo, 
Lagos. The JMSTC was initiated as a capacity building assistance from United 
Kingdom Government to train Nigerian security personnel in the fields of maritime 
security, littoral and riverine operations in collaboration with the Armed Forces of 
Nigeria (AFN). 

The Consul general said the gesture was part of the US's longstanding relationship 
with Nigeria and its quest to collaborate in securing the nation's maritime domain. 
Nigeria took delivery of the six boats from the US which was facilitated by its 
embassy through the foreign military Sales (FMS) programme. He said the American 
training team had tutored 25 personnel of the Nigerian Navy (5 officers and 20 
ratings) in basic boat handling, basic outboard engine maintenance and trouble 
shooting of outboard engines, among others. In his response, the guest of honour, 
the Chief of Defence Staff, Admiral Ola Saad Ibrahim, said the purpose of the centre 
is to provide a focal point for maritime security training activities across the Armed 
Forces as well as law enforcement agencies in Nigeria in order to assist in 
enhancing their effectiveness in conducting joint littoral, riverine and maritime 
operations. 

The CDS, who was represented by the Commandant, Nigerian Armed Forces 
Resettlement Centre (NAFRC), Air Vice Marshal Moses Akinsanmi, said plans are 
on going to make the centre a regional training centre of excellence for the West 
African Sub-region. He said, "Our taking delivery of the boats shows the commitment 
of the Nigerian Government in curbing maritime crimes, growing threat of terrorism 
and enhancing maritime security within Nigeria and the Gulf of Guinea through 
training of its armed forces with state of the art equipment." 

Source: All Africa, 17 February 

Chinese Navy to Take Part in Multinational Exercise in Pakistan 

A Chinese naval fleet heading for piracy-hit Somali waters for escort missions will 
take part in a multinational exercise in Pakistan in March, official media here 
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reported. The "Exercise Aman (Peace)-13" is scheduled to start in the North Arabian 
Sea on March 4. According to Pakistan Navy, Exercise AMAN-13 is scheduled to be 
held in North Arabian Sea from March 4 to 8. Navies of 50 countries have been 
invited to participate, according to statement posted on Pakistan Navy's website. 

It is the 4th such exercise of AMAN series, which began in 2007. The fleet, sent by 
the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Navy, departed from a port in Qingdao 
of east China's Shandong Province to the Gulf of Aden and Somali waters for escort 
missions. The 14th convoy fleet comprises three ships -- the missile destroyer 
Harbin, the frigate Mianyang and the supply ship Weishanhu -- carrying two 
helicopters and a 730-strong troop, all from the North China Sea Fleet under the PLA 
Navy, state-run Xinhua news agency reported. The Chinese navy has sent 14 fleets 
to the waters of the Gulf of Aden and Somali waters to escort 5,046 Chinese and 
foreign ships since the mission was authorised by the United Nations in 2008. More 
than 50 Chinese and foreign ships have been rescued or assisted during the 
missions, the report said. 

Source: The Economic Times, 17 February 

S-1000 Submarine - Joint Russian-Italian Development 

Russia and Italy are resuming their joint development S-1000 submarine, which is an 
export version of the Amur class submarine. The joint development is between Rubin 
Design Bureau of Russia and Fincantieri of Italy. Although the main global producers 
of submarines such as Germany, France and Russia continue to receive stable 
revenues by exporting their submarines, the development of modern models is 
becoming more sophisticated. This often requires cooperation with other countries. 
Cooperation also enables the partners to make development and production less 
expensive. In conditions where more and more countries are planning to create or 
upgrade their own submarine fleet the Russian-Italian project on building the S-1000 
submarine promises to become a profitable enterprise for both countries. 

The idea of creating a joint Russian-Italian submarine emerged in the late 1990-s. 
The actual development of the 1000-tons heavy submarine began in 2004. In 2008, 
the work was interrupted because of the global economic crisis. However, today the 
situation looks more optimistic with the growing demand for submarines in the Asian-
Pacific region. The new submarine can interest any country that is looking for less 
expensive solutions. S-1000 is a quite universal submarine. It is designed for anti-
submarine and anti-ship warfare, reconnaissance missions, and the transportation of 
up to 12 troops. The submarine is equipped with a new fuel cell-powered Air 
Independent Propulsion (AIP) system developed in Italy. The price of the future S-
1000 is not unveiled but industry experts say that it won't exceed $120 million-150 
million per unit. This price even together with the costs of maintenance and crew 
training makes the submarine affordable even for relatively poor countries. 

Taking into account the current state of the joint project the production of S-1000 can 
start already in 2-3 years. Moreover in terms of price this project has almost no 
competitors. Cooperating with Italy on S-1000 Russia will also continue working on 
other Amur-class submarines for example Amur-950. This is a more expensive 
submarine which also features an impressive array of weaponry including missiles. It 
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is known that Russia's Defence Ministry is planning to resume the serial construction 
of 677 submarines for the national Navy. These submarines are equipped with the 
Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) system. The export version of 677 is known as 
Amur-1650. China and Indonesia are showing interest in buying these submarines. 

Source: Global Security, 19 February 

China Rejects UN Arbitration of Maritime Dispute 

China said that it had rejected the Philippines’ attempt to seek international 
arbitration over conflicting claims to territory in the South China Sea. The Foreign 
Ministry said the proposal was historically and legally incorrect and included 
unacceptable accusations against China. The Philippines informed China last month 
of its plan to take the matter to a tribunal under the 1982 United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea. It wants the panel to declare Beijing’s moves in the potentially 
oil-rich waters unlawful. The Philippines’ Foreign Affairs Department said that 
China’s rejection would not interfere with the arbitration. If a tribunal ruled against 
China, Beijing could choose to ignore the ruling. 

Source: The New York Times, 19 February 

Cool Heads will prevail in Maritime Dispute 

History is littered with minor 
incidents that spiralled into 
devastating wars. The row between 
China and Japan over the Diaoyu 
Islands will not be one of them. 
Posturing and rhetoric are muddying 
the waters as new leaders Xi Jinping 
and Shinto Abe finds their political 
feet. Both well know that even if 
there is a mishap, too much would 
be lost by letting circumstances spin 
out of control. The top priorities of Xi 

and Abe are their countries' well-being. China and Japan have a massive and hugely 
productive economic relationship. Their people, the region and world need that trade 
and investment and the benefits for growth and development. But Beijing and Tokyo 
also have to negotiate a past of Japanese aggression during which millions of 
Chinese perished as a result of 14 years of invasion and war. With such a 
background, it is wisest to adopt the restraint of past leaders and leave resolution to 
future generations. A string of incidents claimed by either side since the decades-old 
dispute flared anew last September outwardly give a different impression. The 
decision by Japan's government to buy three of the islands, known by Japanese as 
the Senkakus, from their private owner, prompted a storm of protests from Beijing. 
Chinese surveillance vessels and Japanese patrol boats have since faced off and 
military aircraft buzzed one another, leading to maritime and aerial near-misses. 
Japan alleges Chinese frigates last month directed fire-control radar at a Japanese 
destroyer and a military helicopter, a step towards launching missiles. Beijing denies 
the claim. 
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Leadership transitions and a bitter historical context has been the backdrop. Xi was 
elected Communist Party general secretary in November and will be confirmed as 
president at the National People's Congress next month. Abe took the prime 
minister's job in December after a heavily nationalistic election campaign. At times of 
change, those seeking power are bound to adopt a platform of strength and 
assertiveness. But they also know that escalating it beyond sabre-rattling is 
dangerous. Their diplomats have pushed feverishly for restraint. The US, bound by 
treaty to come to Japan's aid should conflict arise, does not want or need war; its 
envoys have shuttled between the rivals to cool heads. Abe can expect more of the 
same when he meets Barack Obama in Washington. After Xi and Abe are surer of 
their positions, a course of reasoned diplomacy will return. 

Source: South China Morning Post, 20 February 

North Korea, Maritime Disputes, Key Topics in Obama-Abe Talks 

President Barack Obama and Japan's Prime Minister Shinzo Abe hold talks at the 
White House.  They will focus on the U.S. - Japan alliance and regional security 
challenges, including North Korea and maritime tensions between Japan and China. 
The talks will be divided into two parts, one on regional security and global issues, 
and a working lunch dealing with economic issues. The first round will cover 
maritime disputes in the East China Sea and South China Sea, including Japan's 
dispute with China over the Senkaku Islands. International issues such as Iran, 
Afghanistan, events in North Africa and counter-terrorism are also on the agenda. 
The two leaders discussed North Korea during a telephone conversation a week ago, 
pledging "significant actions" at the United Nations, and other steps. 

Deputy National Security Adviser for Strategic Communications Ben Rhodes says 
Obama and Prime Minister Abe will discuss challenges posed by Pyongyang to the 
U.S. and its allies. "As the president said in the State of the Union [address] our 
response to the North Korean nuclear test and its broader pattern of provocative acts 
must start with very firm U.S commitments to the security of our allies, Japan and 
South Korea.  It will have to include close coordination with Japan and South Korea," 
said Rhodes. Rhodes said the response includes support and investment in missile 
defence, and international action at the United Nations Security Council, though he 
offered no further details. Danny Russel, Senior Director for Asia on the National 
Security Council says Obama wants an update on diplomatic efforts to prevent 
tensions between Tokyo and Beijing over the Senkakus from escalating. "The 
president, I am sure, will value hearing the prime minister's assessment and will 
welcome any and all constructive steps to engage diplomatically and to manage the 
maritime situation in a way that prevents the risk of miscalculation," said Russel. 
Nicholas Szechenyi is Senior Fellow at the Centre for Strategic and International 
Studies. 

"I think the most important point is that the United States really doesn't want to 
accept any efforts that would challenge Japan's control [of the islands] through 
coercion," said Szechenyi. "And I think that is the theme that has emerged in recent 
months." Szechenyi expects Prime Minister Abe to reassure Obama of efforts to 
work with Beijing for a diplomatic solution to the dispute. The Obama-Abe talks will 
include discussion of the still unresolved question of Japan joining the Trans-Pacific 
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Partnership, a new U.S.-led free trade group. The U.S. and Japan have been trying 
to resolve some outstanding bilateral trade sector issues that have blocked 
Japanese participation. Mike Froman, Deputy National Security Adviser for 
International Economic Affairs addressed U.S. auto worker's concerns that Japan 
has not made enough progress opening its automobile sector. "We take those 
concerns very seriously and we are in consultations with Japan over those issues," 
said Froman. White House officials say President Obama has always placed a high 
priority on the U.S. relationship and alliance with Japan. 

Source: Voice of America, 21 February 

Maritime Proposal Ignored 

Manila has not yet replied to Beijing's 3-year-old proposal to create a regular 
consultation mechanism on maritime issues, a Chinese land and maritime 
boundaries policy official said. Observers said the latest "political drama" involving a 
request by the Philippines for international arbitration in the South China Sea border 
issue will further complicate the regional situation and hinder a peaceful solution. 
Ouyang Yujing, deputy director-general of the Chinese Foreign Ministry's department 
of boundary and ocean affairs, said during an online interview that bilateral 
negotiations are still the way to achieve a resolution. 

In March 2010, China officially proposed creating a regular consultation mechanism 
for Sino-Philippine maritime issues, and Beijing has urged Manila several times to 
reopen another mechanism that involves trust-building measures, Ouyang said. 
However, the Philippine side has not made any reply. China hopes the Philippines 
will return to the right track of resolving disputes through bilateral negotiations," 
Ouyang said. The policymaker's remark came with the latest released details about 
China's opposition to the Philippines' move on Jan 22 to take the South China Sea 
issue to an arbitral tribunal under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea. 

Li Guoqiang, deputy director of the Centre for Chinese Borderland History and 
Geography at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, said Manila's arbitration bid 
is more like "seeking international attention" and disregarding Beijing's proposed 
dialogue mechanisms.  

"A resolution of disputes cannot be achieved without collaboration from the 
contending party, and internationalizing and aggravating the issue will increase the 
difficulty of solving the issue," Li warned.  

Sino-Philippine ties were strained in April after a Philippine warship first prompted a 
serious impasse in the waters off China's Huangyan Island in the South China Sea. 
Zhang Xinjun, an expert on international law at the School of Law at Tsinghua 
University, said China, in keeping with article 298 of the Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, declared in writing it did not accept procedures such as arbitration regarding 
disputes on sea boundaries, and the Philippines has not responded to China's calls 
for negotiations on these issues. 

Source: China Daily, 21 February 
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Philippines, Japan to Hold Talks on Maritime Cooperation 

The Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) announced that the Philippines will hold a 
dialogue on maritime cooperation with Japan. The DFA said that the 2nd Dialogue 
on Maritime and Oceanic Affairs will be held at its main office in Pasay City. "During 
the meeting, the two countries will discuss various areas of cooperation particularly 
in maritime safety, maritime security, anti-piracy measures, fisheries and marine 
scientific research," the DFA said. The Philippine delegation will be headed by DFA 
Assistant Secretary Gilberto Asuque. Special Assistant Henry Bensurto, DFA Office 
of the Undersecretary for Policy, will act as co-chairman. The Japanese delegation, 
meanwhile, will be headed by Kenji Kanasugi, Deputy Director-General for 
Southwest and Southeast Asian Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Both countries 
are locked in territorial disputes with China. The Philippines and China are in dispute 
over the ownership of the Panatag Shoal near Zambales province and parts of the 
Spratly Group of Islands near Palawan province. Japan, meanwhile, is in dispute 
with China over the ownership of Senkaku Island, which is called by the Chinese as 
Diaoyu. The Philippine and Japan held the first dialogue on maritime cooperation in 
2011 in Tokyo. 

Source: Phil Star, 21 February 

Nicaragua Proposes Solution in Maritime Border Dispute 

Nicaragua proposes to Colombia that they 
work together to create a designated zone 
for the indigenous people of San Andres, 
in order to resolve their maritime border 
dispute over the Caribbean island. "I 
propose to the Colombian government, 
[Colombian] President [Juan Manuel] 
Santos...that we organize these 

commissions that will work to identify which areas, by historical right, the 
[indigenous] Raizal people [of San Andres] may fish in with a permanent lease," said 
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega. 

Colombia's continued questioning of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruling, 
which ceded maritime territory from Colombia to Nicaragua, had made it unclear for 
the fisherman of San Andres as to which country they needed to ask for permits. 
Ortega reportedly proposed that in order to alleviate this, the two governments 
needed to pursue a solution with some urgency. Ortega also ruminated on the 
possibility of establishing a consular office on San Andres to better assist the island's 
indigenous fishermen. The Nicaraguan President reiterated that he has no intention 
of denying the indigenous fishermen of San Andres their cultural and historical right 
to fish, but specified that they must apply for Nicaraguan permits. The maritime 
dispute between the two countries has been ongoing since November of 2012, when 
the ICJ granted 30,000 square miles of Colombian maritime territory to Nicaragua. In 
response to the ruling, Colombia withdrew from the Bogota Pact, an agreement 
which had bound Colombia to United Nations and ICJ decisions. 

Source: Colombia Report, 22 February 
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Chinese Surveillance Ships Enter Japanese Waters: Tokyo 

Japan says three Chinese surveillance ships have entered its territorial waters off 
disputed islands in the East China Sea. According to a statement by Japan's Coast 
Guard, the ships entered the 12-nautical-mile territorial zone off Uotsuri, shortly 
before 1:00 pm local time (0400 GMT). The announcement came an hour after 
Japan claimed a Chinese fisheries patrol boat has briefly entered territorial waters off 
another disputed island. The disputed islands are known as Senkaku in Japan and 
Diaoyu in China. Earlier in February, Japan also accused China of sending 
surveillance ships to its territorial waters.  

On February 5, Japanese Defence Minister Itsunori Onodera said a Chinese frigate 
has directed its weapon-targeting radar at a Japanese vessel in the international 
waters of the East China Sea on January 30. The Chinese defence ministry denied 
the allegations. Japan and China have long been in a dispute over the sovereignty of 
the uninhabited islands, which are located near a crucial shipping lane and would 
give their owner exclusive oil, mineral, and fishing rights in the surrounding waters. 
The disputed islands are controlled by Japan and form part of Okinawa prefecture. 
Tensions heightened between the two countries after Japan signed a deal on 
September 11, 2012 to buy three of the islands from their private Japanese owner in 
line with plans to nationalize the archipelago. 

Source: Global Security, 24 February 

Braving Turbulent Oceans, Abhilash on the Last Leg of an Exciting Journey 

Abhilash Tomy may not have a Richard 
Parker for company, but his voyage is no 
less exacting. A six-time ‘shellback’ (you 
become a shellback on crossing the equator), 
the young naval pilot on a non-stop solo 
circumnavigation of the globe — the first by 
an Indian — braved roaring gales, chilly 
weather and turbulent oceans to enter the 
last leg of his historic voyage in early 
February. But the Indian Ocean chose to 

welcome him with sudden gusts of winds up to 70 knots (130 km) that left a sail 
completely torn and irreparable. “On my first day back in the Indian Ocean, it gusted 
all of a sudden and a sail I was not even using was torn,” Abhilash said during an 
online chat with The Hindu. The torn sail, Genoa sail in marine lingo, nudges the 
boat on when winds play truant. 

But fortunately for Abhilash, there’s good current at the moment which helps him 
maintain good speed. He is also keeping a tab on Cyclone Haruna that’s gathering 
up off Madagascar, some 800 nautical miles away. While a frayed sail threatens to 
slow him down, the resourceful seafarer is thinking up ways to tide over the issue to 
return ahead of schedule. It makes him a bit sad, though, that his vacation by himself 
is coming to an end. Meanwhile, his parents — Lt. Cdr. (retd) Valliara Chacko Tomy 
and Valsamma — have faith in their son’s prowess and steely resolve. Days do not 
fade at Valliara House in Kandanad, near Tripunithura, until the duo anxiously 
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checks out the two daily reports sent by Abhilash to the Naval Headquarters (NHQ), 
with copies to them. Mr. Chacko Tomy, a former naval police officer, keeps himself 
abreast of his son travels, marking the latest position of the barque on a table globe 
every night “so that the feat is understood by laymen wanting to know about the 
journey.” 

Once when the morning report was unusually delayed, the parents grew anxious and 
called up Commander Dilip Donde, Abhilash’s mentor, who in turn contacted the 
NHQ, but soon, they got his mail with apologies for oversleeping. That, in fact, was a 
prudent excuse to pacify the worried parents. In the pacific, he had spent several 
days and nights without sleep and on constant alert at the wheel, when the sea swell 
was mountainous. Initially, Ms. Valsamma had certain reservations about her son 
undertaking the voyage. Not that she doubted his ability to pull it off, but she would 
rather have him lead a peaceful, settled life. The young Abhilash was studious, a tad 
reclusive and never keen on joining military service, though harbouring an 
unflinching passion for ocean sailing ever since childhood. “He got selected for 
medicine, engineering at REC, and the Navy, but opted for the latter on the advice of 
my friend, a naval commander. Had it not been for the Navy, he would not have 
been able to fulfil his dream,” beams Mr. Chacko Tomy. 

Unlike Mr. Abhilash, his younger brother Aneesh, a software professional in New 
Zealand, is crazy about military and is still desperate to make a career in the armed 
forces. Mr. Abhilash’s reserve, love for books, and soft demeanour would make you 
wonder if it is the same person taking on such daunting missions. He’s quite 
unassuming, says Ms. Valsamma. After joining the Navy in 1996, Mr. Abhilash 
hardly spent time with his folks. While at home on leave, he would never speak 
about the hard part of his job. He would be seen moving about with his camera, 
clicking away (an incurable shutterbug, he is.) or closeted in his room strumming up 
the guitar. I guess he enjoys solitude, says Mr. Chacko Tomy. 

Mr. Abhilash does, indeed. His several conversations with The Hindu have invariably 
been peppered with remarks about the merits of being alone. One of the first things 
he did on the current voyage was to revisit his all-time favourite title, One Hundred 
Years of Solitude, the umpteenth time. He has just finished Black Swan, a book on 
philosophy, and is now reading Maxim Gorky’s Mother. “Among his preparations for 
the voyage included stacking as many tomes as possible from various sources,” 
recalls Mr. Chacko Tomy. 

Mr. Abhilash was savouring a tenure in the Andamans flying Dorniers when his 
name bobbed up on the naval radar, and he was handpicked from among four 
volunteers to provide shore support to Commander Donde, as he steered the boat 
Mhadei around the globe all alone to become the first Indian to do so. Years later, 
the boat has become a part of Mr. Abhilash’s being. He took over as its skipper half 
way through the Cape to Rio ocean race some two years ago and literally made it his 
home, sailing solo on return, overseeing the sloop’s upkeep and training wannabe 
sailors in short spells. 

Yet, it sprang some surprises, like when a line parted and the sails pulled up, he was 
forced to clamber up its mast amidst the entire swell — something he never thought 
he would have to do — which left him badly bruised. He needs to do that all over 
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again now: to bring the torn Genoa down and assess the damage to the rest of the 
rig to chart his future course of action. “But I need winds less than 10 knots and calm 
seas to do that. Otherwise it becomes terrible working on top. The motion of the boat 
is amplified at the top. It would be one of the most interesting things I would have 
done on the voyage. Looking forward to it,” he says, flashing a smiley. 

Source: The Hindu, 24 February 

PH to Gain from Rise in Maritime Activity 

The Philippines stands to gain from the rise in maritime activity and investments at 
the Singapore basin as global trade continues to shift to Asia, the Philippine 
Exporters Confederation Inc. said. Citing a presentation made by Anthonie Versluis, 
a managing partner at Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, Philexport said that by 
2025, shipping activity in the Singapore basin could be two to three times its present 
size due to infrastructure investments in the area and the basin’s growing importance 
as a trade corridor. By then, the ASEAN Economic Community is expected to be in 
full swing as intra- and extra-regional trades gain momentum. 

The Singapore basin is an important hub for cargo flows given its strategic location 
and the strong growth seen in Southeast Asia. The basin is situated on the main 
East-West trade route. It is at the natural mid-point distance between two key growth 
markets—India and China—and is at the crossroads of the Middle East and the 
American West Coast. It is also a vital sea lane that can boost intra-regional trade 
among members of the ASEAN. Philexport said the centre of world trade is switching 
to Asia as it strengthens its position as the world’s most populous region, the largest 
economic zone, and the biggest consumption zone. It is also home to majority of the 
world’s middle class. The movement of trade eastward is seen to boost maritime 
activity in the Singapore basin, changing its landscape in the coming decade. The 
planned and ongoing infrastructure projects in the basin will also be a big help in 
facilitating trade flow by raising capacity and improving efficiency. 

“Singapore aims to consolidate its entire container shipping terminals in Tuas, almost 
doubling port capacity per annum,” Versluis said. Malaysia, on the other hand, is 
planning an “aggressive expansion” of the Port of Tanjung Pelepas, while Indonesia 
is working to complete its deepwater container port of Tanjung Sauh. Versluis 
identifies four main drivers of maritime trade in the basin: growth in intra-ASEAN 
trade that will be further spurred by the full tariff reduction in 2015; increasing trade 
between China and India; a robust economic growth of 5 percent to 6 percent yearly 
for ASEAN in the next five years; and cargo demand shifting to liquids due to 
consumption demand from China. 

Source: Business Inquirer, 25 February 

A ‘Lost Continent’ Beneath Indian Ocean 

Scientists claim to have discovered remains of a lost ancient continent between India 
and Madagascar, found buried under huge masses of lava.  The continent fragment 
known as Mauritia detached about 60 million years ago while Madagascar and India 
drifted apart, and had been hidden under lava. Such micro-continents in the oceans 
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seem to occur more frequently than previously thought, according to a study in the 
journal Nature Geo-science. The break-up of continents is often associated with 
mantle plumes: These giant bubbles of hot rock rise from the deep mantle and soften 
the tectonic plates from below, until the plates break apart at the hotspots.  

This is how Eastern Gondwana broke apart about 170 million years ago. At first, one 
part was separated, which in turn fragmented into Madagascar, India, Australia and 
Antarctica, which then migrated to their present position. Plumes currently situated 
underneath the islands Marion and Reunion appear to have played a role in the 
emergence of the Indian Ocean. If the zone of the rupture lies at the edge of a land 
mass (in this case Madagascar/India), fragments of this land mass may be 
separated off. The Seychelles are a well-known example of such a continental 
fragment. The research by geoscientists from Norway, South Africa, Britain and 
Germany suggest, based on the study of lava sand grains from the beach of 
Mauritius, the existence of further fragments.  

The sand grains contain semi-precious zircons aged between 660 and 1970 million 
years, which are explained by the fact that the zircons were carried by the lava as it 
pushed through subjacent continental crust of this age. This dating method was 
supplemented by a recalculation of plate tectonics, which explains exactly how and 
where the fragments ended up in the Indian Ocean. Bernhard Steinberger of the 
GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences and Pavel Doubrovine of Oslo 
University calculated the hotspot trail. “On the one hand, it shows the position of the 
plates relative to the two hotspots at the time of the rupture, which points towards a 
causal relation,” said Steinberger. “On the other hand, we were able to show that the 
continent fragments continued to wander almost exactly over the Reunion plume, 
which explains how they were covered by volcanic rock,” Steinberger said in a 
statement. 

Source: The Times of India, 26 February  

Red Sea Hides Underwater ‘Grand Canyon’  

A250-metre-deep underwater ‘Grand Canyon’ has been discovered by a UK Royal 
Navy survey ship in the Red Sea. HMS Enterprise created a series of spectacular 3D 
images using a multi-beam echo sounder. The canyon was found during a nine-
month mission to improve understanding of the waters east of Suez, the 
Independent reported. “These features could be the result of ancient rivers scouring 
through the rock strata before the Red Sea flooded millennia ago,” Derek Rae, 
commanding officer of HMS Enterprise, said. “Some may be far younger and still in 
the process of being created by underwater currents driven by the winds and tidal 
streams as they flow through this area of the Red Sea, carving their way through the 
soft sediment and being diverted by harder bed rock. “Or ... they are a combination 
of the two. It is almost certain to say that this is the closest that humans will ever get 
to gaze upon these impressive sights,” he said. 

Source: The Times of India, 26 February  
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Russia Returns to the Mediterranean: Fifth Soviet Navy Squadron is back 

Russia is due to provide its 
permanent presence in the 
Mediterranean Sea by 
deploying an operational 
formation of the Russian Navy 
in the region by 2015. 
According to the General Staff, 
the squadron will consist of 
ships from the Black Sea, the 
Northern and the Baltic Fleets. 
The new formation will be made 
to the pattern of the Fifth 

Operational Squadron of the former USSR Navy. During the Cold War, that 
squadron fulfilled tactical missions in the Mediterranean. At that time the main rival of 
the squadron was the Sixth Fleet of the US Navy. A year after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, on the 31st of December 1992, the Fifth Squadron was disbanded. 

Time proved that it was a rash step. The Mediterranean region remains the hub of 
clashing interests of world’s leading powers. This has been especially clear over 
recent years with the Arab spring events, Gaddafi’s overthrow in Libya and the 
protracted civil war in Syria. During his visit to the Black Sea Fleet on the 20th of 
February the Russian Defence Minister stressed that the Mediterranean region was 
the core of all essential dangers to Russia’s national interests. Thus, the Russian 
Navy will fulfil tasks in all parts of the World Oceans. This is undoubtedly a very 
serious undertaking. The Russian Mediterranean squadron is to be provided with 
comprehensive logistical support but at present the only Russian base and naval 
facility abroad is the Syrian port of Tartus. Secondly, it is essential to update the 
ships of the Black Sea Fleet, adviser of the chief of the General Staff, former 
Commander of the Black Sea Fleet Admiral Igor Kasatonov says. 

“All this will entail huge costs. From the geopolitical viewpoint, we need this 
squadron, it is the right decision. As a result, the government will have to exert itself 
to set up this formation similar to the Fifth Soviet Navy Squadron.” It should be noted 
that the Russian government has been contributing to the updating of the Black Sea 
Fleet for a few years already. Three diesel-electric submarines and three frigates are 
being built at present. Another advantage is that there should be no organizational 
problems because the scene of operations was thoroughly explored at the time of 
the USSR. The aims of setting up this formation are evident, editor-in-chief of The 
Arms Exports magazine Andrey Frolov believes. 

“I believe that first of all this would be showing the Russian flag and highlighting 
Russia’s ambitions on an international level. This would be the proof that after 20 
years Russia has regained what the USSR possessed. Finally, this would give us an 
opportunity to faster respond to any moves. It often happened in the past that it took 
ships 4-5 days to leave the port in Sevastopol and reach their destination, while 
events could develop much faster.” Experts believe that 2-3 years is a realistic time 
for updating the fleet. At present, the existing ships are also capable of fulfilling their 
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tasks. The General Staff reports that coordinated action in the future Mediterranean 
squadron was practised during the Russian naval exercises in the region in January. 

Source: The Voice of Russia, 26 February  

China Launches New Type of Stealth Missile Frigate amid Tensions over 
Maritime Claims 

China has launched the first ship in a new class of stealth missile frigates, state 
media reported, amid ongoing tensions with neighbouring countries over Beijing’s 
maritime claims. The People’s Liberation Army Navy is building a total of 20 Type 
056 Jiangdao class frigates to replace older models and bolster its ability to conduct 
patrols and escort ships and submarines in waters it claims in the South China and 
East China seas. The first in the class, No. 582, was formally delivered to the navy in 
Shanghai, which is home to one of the country’s largest complexes of naval 
shipyards, according to the official Xinhua News Agency and the navy’s official 
website. 

Newly promoted navy commander Wu Shengli attended the delivery ceremony, the 
reports said, an indication of the importance with which the service regards the new 
ships’ mission. The helicopter-equipped ships feature a sleek design to reduce 
clutter and make them harder to spot by radar and are armed with anti-ship and anti-
aircraft missiles. They also need a crew of just 60, two-thirds fewer than older 
vessels, a major advantage that should boost efficiency and relieve burdens in 
training and recruitment. At 1,440 tons fully loaded, is considerably smaller than U.S. 
Navy frigates, and is categorized by some observers as a member of the smaller 
class of ship known as corvettes. China’s navy has so far stayed aloof from the 
island disputes in order to avoid further escalating tensions, with patrol ships from 
the Ministry of Transportation and other government agencies dispatched instead to 
assert China’s territorial claims. However, China has made no secret of its desire to 
extend its navy’s global reach, and the service has received considerable attention in 
China’s military modernization. China’s first aircraft carrier, the overhauled Soviet-era 
Liaoning, entered service last year, while a growing array of nuclear submarines and 
ultra-modern surface ships are also joining the fleet. 

Source: The Washington Post, 26 February  

Rising Sea Level Threatens China's Maritime Interests 

China's sea level witnessed an average 2.9 mm annual rise from 1980 to 2012, 
leading to more marine disasters and losses, the State Oceanic Administration 
(SOA) said. According to a report released by the administration, sea levels along 
the coast in 2012 increased 53 mm year on year, a peak level since 1980. The East 
China Sea saw the biggest year-on-year increase of 66 mm last year. The increase 
in levels have posed threats to islets at low altitude, which are likely to be submerged 
once sea water rises, said SOA official Wang Feng, adding that the country's 
maritime rights and interests are under threat. The rising sea level has also 
aggravated damage caused by marine disasters, including storm surge, salt tide and 
coastal erosion, said the SOA. The direct economic losses caused by marine 
disasters in 2012 amounted to 15.525 billion Yuan (2.49 billion U.S. dollars). The 
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disasters led to 68 casualties, said the SOA. The gross ocean production totalled 
5.0087 trillion Yuan in 2012, an increase of 7.9 percent year on year, accounting for 
9.6 percent of the gross domestic product in 2012. 

Source: china.org.cn, 26 February  

Indian Naval Ship Rescues Fishing Boat in Arabian Sea 

The Indian Navy carried out a successful search and rescue operation (SAR) saving 
all the nine crew of a fishing trawler Kadal Matha in the high seas 240 nautical miles 
north-west of Goa. It acted on a distress message sent by the trawler at 1100 hours 
on 25 February, and relayed by the Coast Guard Regional Head Quarters (West).  
The Western Naval Command at Mumbai directed its unit, Indian Naval Ship Nashak, 
operating near the area to locate and render assistance. 

 Accordingly, INS Nashak, a guided missile vessel commanded by lieutenant 
commander Nitin Kapoor of the 22nd Missile Vessel Squadron, located the trawler 
within two hours of receiving the distress message. The trawler with nine fishermen 
onboard had sustained machinery breakdown and was in danger of sinking due to 
ingress of sea water through a major leak onboard. The warship salvaged the trawler 
by stemming the leak and took it under tow. It was later handed over to the Indian 
Coast Guard Vessel Samrat who towed the trawler to safety to Goa (while the 
missile vessel returned to its operational mission). 

Source: The Times of India, 27 February  

Indian Navy Arrives in Phuket 

The Indian Navy tall ship, the 
three-masted INS Sudashini 
added a touch of 19th-century 
glamour to the Deep Sea Port at 
Ao Makham when it arrived this 
week on a courtesy call. The 
skipper of the vessel, Capt Shyam 
Sundar, visited Phuket Governor 
Maitree Intusut at Phuket 
Provincial Hall, along with Indian 
Ambassador Anil Wadhwa, and 
the Royal Thai Navy later hosted a 
dinner at the Radisson Blu Plaza 

Resort at Panwa Beach. To commemorate 20 years of India-ASEAN partnership, 
‘INS Sudarshini’ is on its historical six month ASEAN expedition which started from 
Kochi, India on 15 September 2012. Sudarshini is retracing the sea routes 
developed during the 10th to 12th centuries, linking India with South East Asia, 
covering most of the modern and ancient ports in ASEAN countries.  

The ship expedition was conceptualized to demonstrate India’s historical proximity 
with its ASEAN neighbours and to commemorate the longstanding ASEAN-India 
maritime and trade relationship. The objective of the expedition is also to enhance 
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people-to-people and naval links between India and the ASEAN nations. INS 
Sudarshini is a 'Sail Training Ship' built by the Goa Shipyard Ltd and was 
commissioned in 2011. During the course of the 13,500 mile expedition of INS 
Sudarshini, as on date, ship has called on three Ports in India namely Kochi, 
Chennai and Port Blair and twelve ports in 8 ASEAN countries namely Padang, Bali, 
Manado, Brunei, Cebu, Manila, Da Nang, Sihanoukville, Bangkok, Singapore, Klang 
and Phuket. After Phuket, Sudarshini will continue its homeward journey via Sitwe, 
Myanmar.  

Source: The Phuket News, 27 February  

 

Long Bridge Called 'Chokepoint in Northeast US Shipping Route' 

Marine businesses on the Piscataqua River contribute $275 million in direct and 

indirect value to the Seacoast, according to a long-awaited study released. Some 90 

percent of that economic vitality benefits the state of New Hampshire generally and 

Rockingham County specifically, with little overt benefit to the state of Maine. These 

pieces of information are among findings of the report sponsored by the Piscataqua 

River Economic Development Committee, a consortium that includes terminal 

operators and the Port of New Hampshire. 

The report was initially to be completed in 2012, to aid transportation officials in 

Maine and New Hampshire as they made a decision about whether to replace or 

repair the Sarah Mildred Long Bridge. State officials have since decided to replace 

the bridge, and design work is already under way. Geno Marconi, director of the Port 

of New Hampshire, said the report was delayed because 16 different businesses and 

corporations were surveyed for the $32,000 private study, and gathering all the 

information took more time than originally anticipated. 

The results will likely be beneficial as both states look to secure what all agree will be 

extraordinary federal funding to pay for the $170 million bridge replacement project. 

"The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge is the chokepoint in the Northeast United States 

shipping route," Marconi said. "The report shows that if we don't have the ability to 

compete going forward, it's going to cause serious economic harm to the region." 

The report indicates about 60 percent of direct and indirect employment and 73 

percent of the "economic value added" from the terminals and the port occurs in 

Rockingham County. The study looked at 16 businesses that use the port or the 

Piscataqua River and then extrapolated out to include direct benefits in salaries; 

indirect benefits such as supplies, equipment and service contracts with local 

vendors; and "induced benefits" such as spending in the health care, leisure and 

retail industries. 

Other highlights of the report include: 
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• The 16 businesses surveyed employ 987 people, paying $90.2 million in 

salaries, wages and benefits. None of those jobs are in Maine. 

• The indirect and induced benefits total 2,358 jobs — 2,078 in New Hampshire 

and 280 in Maine —— and $275 million in value added to the regional 

economy. 

• These jobs generate $25.3 million in state and local taxes to New Hampshire 

and $2.5 million to Maine. 

• At current shipping levels, up to $1.4 billion in commerce "could be at risk over 

the coming years if the maritime industry cannot service the upriver locations 

at competitive levels." 

At issue is the fact that the centre lift span of the Long Bridge is 200 feet long and at 

an angle, so only vessels 106 feet wide can pass through its draw portion. The new 

bridge is expected to have a 300-foot centre lift span. Shipping activity along the 

Piscataqua River hit a peak at 5.5 million tons in 2005, followed by a decline to 3 

million tons in 2010. James Therriault, vice president of marketing for Sprague 

Energy, said the shipping activity decline was linked to the recession. Sprague has 

two terminals on the river. 

"Overall, when you stand back and look at all the terminals, the economy impacted a 

lot of the businesses we serve," he said. "Now it's slowly coming back." The study 

was conducted by Matt Magnusson and Ross Gittell of the University of New 

Hampshire and Charles Colgan of the University of Southern Maine. Maine 

Department of Transportation officials declined to comment on the report but said 

they would discuss the study once they have had time to review it. 

Source: Seacoast Online, 16 February  

Global Shipping Services to Remote Locations of West Africa 

Worldwide shipping is all set to take another 

giant leap towards expanding its global 

shipping service. Adding one more feature to 

its myriad of shipping services, worldwide 

shipping recently announced including the 

remote locations of West Africa in its shipping 

service itinerary. The services include the 

faraway lands of Douala, Lome, Boma, Matadi, 

Libreville, Tema, Tarkoradi, Lagos, Onne and 

Abidjan. Basically whenever it is mentioned about any place especially in West 

Africa, the first thought that strikes the mind is a remote location and a tiresome 

journey. It is needless to mention the difficulties associated with searching a reliable 
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shipping service to West Africa. Be it for trade or for household accessories shipping 

requirement to West Africa is as vehement as it is for any other places in the world. 

Worldwide shipping provides the ultimate service by satisfying the intricate logistics 

and freight forwarding requirements of companies and individuals. Uninterrupted 

delivery of goods, reliable global services and a smooth transaction is what makes 

worldwide shipping services stand apart from its counterparts. Utmost care and 

proficiency is maintained for transporting the goods to the required destination in the 

most convenient way. More importantly, with over 3 decades of expertise in shipping 

commercial and household goods the company has got well versed with the rules 

and regulations associated with inter country and continental transportation. Hadn’t it 

been so well versed with the laws and rules of transportation and shipping, it 

wouldn’t have been so established in its services! Douala, Lome, Boma are the 

hottest destinations for exports in Western Africa. They are the hub for a number of 

industries and higher education institutions. Since these places are well connected to 

prominent local markets, trade and commerce is more pronounced in these West 

African cities. Ocean cargo provider is the most reliable medium for transporting 

goods like medicines, machines, gadgets and even vehicles to these places. The 

profitable aspect of gaining an access over the nascent markets of Africa can only be 

apprehended by any savvy trader and who can accomplish this task better than a 

reliable shipping service provider. Be it the suburbs of Matadi, metropolitan city of 

Tema or the port city of Lagos, shipping services are an indispensable service for 

those who are willing to shift to these far off places either for trade or for job. 

Whatever may be the reason, there are very few reliable sources providing services 

across such faraway distances and worldwide shipping is undoubtedly one among 

those few. The timber region of Liberville, commercial city of centre of Ghana, 

Takoradi and the port city of Onne are the principal commercial locations of this 

bountiful yet unapproachable place of the world. And who wouldn’t yearn to have a 

trade relation amidst nature’s own resources? Commerce is the main reason for 

which people throng to Africa and this is the vital factor for which there has been a 

greater demand for shipping in West Africa. 

About Bluesea Shipping Lines: With its inception since the year 1978, Bluesea 

Shipping Lines shipping has been providing unparalleled shipping services globally 

with utmost care, sincerity and diligence. Over 30 years of expertise in transporting 

cargoes and other household accessories this company ensures a hassle free 

transportation deal in the most economic way. With an appealing global reputation 

these have strived to be the frontier in providing exceptional shipping services 

through roadways, airways and waterways. 

Source: PR Web, 19 February 
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DNV, PSE Develop Maritime Carbon Capture Storage 

Classification society Det Norske Veritas and process modelling firm Process 

Systems Enterprise have developed a concept design for on-board chemical capture, 

liquefaction and temporary carbon dioxide storage for ships in transit. Ships using 

the technique would carry the unwanted materials with them until they could 

discharge them into transmission and storage infrastructures at the next suitable port. 

The results show that the concept is technically feasible and capable of reducing 

maritime CO2 emissions by up to 65 percent. For a very large crude carrier (VLCC) 

tanker, this could correspond to capturing more than 70,000 tonnes of CO2 per year, 

while creating a tradable product, the organizations say. They say the project took 

into account the unique challenges posed by the maritime environment – constant 

movement, limited space and access to utilities, stringent safety requirements and 

the need for energy efficiency. The Maritime CCS project was jointly financed by the 

two partners, the UK’s Technology Strategy Board and the Research Council of 

Norway under the Euro-stars initiative. 

Maritime CO2 emissions are estimated at over 1 billion metric tons per year, or 3 

percent of total emissions, and are expected to reach 2 to 3 billion metric tons by 

2050. The UK government has included maritime emissions in the reduction targets 

set by its Climate Change Bill, and the International Maritime Organisation is 

expected to drive a reduction from international shipping. The UK’s Climate Bill was 

introduced in 2008. It commits the country to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 80 

percent by 2050 based on 1990 levels. From now until 2050, the government will 

introduce “carbon budgets” every five years to outline how emissions targets will be 

met. 

Source: Environmental Leader, 15 February  

Bridging the Environmental Gap in Shipping 

Ship operators need to rationalise their 

energy use in the face of current and 

anticipated legislation, increasing 

customer environmental awareness 

among cargo owners and passengers 

plus fuel cost rises, says Stuart Melling, 

manager for marine and crane service 

at ABB. From emissions reduction, 

improved fuel use to the environmental 

impact of new builds, the shipping 

industry faces a challenging future. In 

2007 the global shipping industry emitted 1,046 million tonnes of CO2, some 3.3% of 
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total global emissions. The IMO predicts a 250% rise in emission levels from 

expanding sea transport, if suitable energy efficiency policies are not implemented. 

Yet, the shipping sector is excluded from international agreements such as the Kyoto 

protocol. Even though shipping is the cleanest form of transporting goods, with the 

least damage per tonne of cargo, ship exhaust emissions are regarded as the 

industry's biggest polluter. The marine industry looks as if it will finally bow to 

pressure, as many governments now want to include shipping in future agreements. 

The IMO is implementing new sulphur emission targets for marine fuel oil by 2015. 

IMO has also demonstrated a potential to reduce CO2 emissions by 25% to 75% for 

new builds, as well as for ships already operational, simply through increased energy 

efficiency. 

Improved fuel use 

An important environmental driver for the shipping sector is fuel. Bunker fuel 

accounts for some 50% of the total transport costs of a tanker company. Closely 

linked to crude oil prices, it can only get more expensive. Further fuel costs result 

from docked vessels running their auxiliary engines to create on-board electric power. 

This also creates emissions that affect the health and environment of surrounding 

communities. A shore-to-ship electric power supply, which allows ships to shut down 

their engines while berthed and plug into an onshore power source, can help 

eliminate pollution problems as well as noise and vibration. The ship´s power load is 

seamlessly transferred to the shore side power supply without disruption to on-board 

services, eliminating emissions to the local environment. 

Environmental impact of new builds 

The IMO has agreed to adopt mandatory energy efficiency design standards for new 

ships. The regulations will require the use of an energy efficiency design index 

(EEDI) for new ships, stipulating a specific level of energy efficiency to be attained, 

and a ship energy efficiency management plan (SEEMP) for all ships. The 

amendments to the MARPOL regulations, which are expected to come into force in 

January 2013, will apply to all ships of 400gt and above. Ships built between 2015 

and 2019 will have to be 10% more efficient, rising to 20% between 2020 and 2024 

and 30% thereafter. But new ships already contracted or under construction in 

developing nations when the new regulations come into force may be exempt from 

the scheme. 

Why wait for legislation? 

Some cargo owners are already considering the environmental performance of their 

transport providers based on voluntarily submitted environmental data. As part of the 

EEDI and SEEMP, IMO is also considering the idea of vessels displaying their 

energy performance through these design and operation indices. In addition, 

shipping companies can take some straightforward action, ranging from speed 

control of pumps and fans through to recycling heat. 
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Energy-saving variable-speed drives 

A major cruise liner company installed ABB variable-speed drives (VSDs) on large 

on-board fans and blowers throughout its fleet. VSD control ensures that the fans 

always run at the optimum speed, significantly reducing emissions and fuel costs 

through cutting energy use. The first two ships saved 1,820 tons of bunker fuel and 

reduced emissions by 5,732 tons during the first 12 months. The biggest commercial 

benefit of energy saving is that it increases profit. Take a shipping company where 

50% of costs are fuel and profits are 10% of turnover - a 10% decrease in fuel 

consumption would increase profit by 45%. Cost-efficient technology to save energy 

exists; it is just not being implemented rapidly enough. Reasons for the slow uptake 

of new technology include organisational failure, lack of time and shortage of 

competence. There is often no long term energy strategy, with energy issues being 

given low priority. Yet the payback for many of today’s energy-saving technologies – 

most notably drives and motors – can be within months. It is a case of identifying 

many applications that offer a small saving from energy-efficiency measures, yet 

collectively add up to a significant total saving. 

Marine energy appraisal 

To find the applications that can most benefit from energy-saving technologies, ship 

owners should consider a marine energy appraisal, such as that offered by ABB. 

This aims to identify the motor-driven applications that can benefit from the use of 

variable-speed drives, with payback often less than two years. Among the large 

energy consumers on board vessels is seawater cooling pumps, chilled water pumps 

and engine room ventilation fans. These applications are often over-dimensioned to 

handle the most extreme conditions and typically operate at full capacity even when 

demand is not high. Any flow control is often through mechanical devices such as 

bypass valves and dampers, which waste energy. Using variable-speed drives to 

adjust the speed of the motors according to demand can very often reduce the 

energy consumed by about 50% with payback on equipment and installation, from 

fuel savings alone, in less than one year. Lowering energy consumption helps to 

reduce emissions through reduced load on the vessel’s diesel generators. Even a 

single average size seawater cooling pump can save $29,000 and 117 tons of CO2 

per year. There is a large potential for retrofitting existing ships with new fuel-

reducing technologies. For example, only around 2% of the global fleet is currently 

equipped with variable-speed drives for their seawater cooling pumps, with 98% of 

the fleet missing an opportunity for high fuel savings, environmental and commercial 

rewards. Energy saving measures is relevant to most market sectors, single ships or 

entire fleets, planned new builds as well as operating old vessels. 

Energy management system 

From the very start, senior management should appoint an energy champion with 

agreed key targets, responsibilities, authority and resources. Companies should 
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consider an energy management system (EMS) which recognises that proper 

procedures for measuring and following-up results are as important as being able to 

plan and implement. The aim of an EMS is to maximise profits, while minimising 

costs and increase the company’s competitiveness. For example, it can bring 

together employees that manage a vessel’s energy efficiency with those making 

decisions on investments. Another aspect of an EMS is to map and analyse energy 

usage. This provides data to assess measures and decide on goals for energy 

efficiency that are challenging but still achievable. Yet it all depends on having a 

structure in place. Ship owners will need to access project expertise and consulting 

services that enhance productivity, safety, energy efficiency and environmental 

impact. 

Energy monitoring 

One management service that ship operators may find useful is ABB’s energy 

monitoring and management (EMMA) tool, which can have a big impact on fuel cost 

reduction. EMMA has been developed specifically for marine companies to operate a 

ship, several ships or a whole fleet with best possible energy efficiency and 

environmental responsibility. It puts energy on the agenda throughout the company 

and makes it possible to optimise energy-related processes, practices and decisions, 

all the way from the engine room to the board room. For the ship owner, EMMA 

represents a key element of an energy management program for improving 

profitability and reducing the company's overall environmental footprint. Whether a 

single ship or an entire fleet, the monitoring software gives almost complete visibility 

to energy production and consumption performance. Trained consultants support the 

staff on-board and onshore to interpret the information, identify improvement areas, 

set targets, and coach the staff in running the vessel more efficiently. The 

management onshore receives consulting and benchmarking services in running the 

fleet more efficiently. Owners can expect a payback for the service package, 

consisting of a license and management fee, within 12 months. 

EMMA is not a technically complex system. The system’s users include crew 

members with specific responsibilities for energy consumption on-board and 

personnel with responsibility for the fleet’s overall energy costs, emissions and 

competitiveness. In many shipping companies energy use is not transparent. Even 

when relevant information is logged, the data is often not understood, interpreted or 

used correctly. Lack of meaningful performance data can make it difficult to assess 

the implemented measures, which in turn could hinder continued investments in 

energy efficiency or the acknowledgement of any successes. The challenges facing 

the shipping industry are immense, from environmental regulation, rising fuel prices 

and international bodies imposing tougher environmental requirements. But with 

services such as shore-to-ship power supplies, marine energy appraisal and EMMA, 

the voyage to energy efficiency has become a lot easier to navigate. 

Source: The Motor Ship, 18 February 


